S.K.Y. Walking
“Portable professional
locator”
Compact tiny and nice looking portable unit, optimized
for personal security either for professional (guards,
work in difficult environment, etc.) or consumer
applications.

PART LIST
> N.01 “All in one” GSM/GPRS units, integrating
buttons for programmable actions, GPS receiver,
voice capabilities via integrated microphone and
external wired headset, antennas and battery
> N.01 Battery recharger from electrical network
> N.01 Set of manuals

MAIN FUNCTIONS
- R&TTE and 89/336 approvals.
- SMS, Data, GPRS and Voice communication channels.
- Call ID “no cost” communication capability.
- Location either via GPS or GSM network as a back up.
- Time management based on GPS or internal clock.
- Autonomyl range with internal batteries (typical):
> 30 min in continous communication;
> 72 hours in idle mode (typical).
> 2 weeks (typical)in sleep mode with 1 GSM wakes up per
hour and 1 GPS position every 6 hours
- Programmable integrated buttons functions.
- Automatic loss of verticality (“dead man”)
- Possibility communication voice with remote C.B.S.
- Fully teleconfigurable logical functions and procedures
of system resources.
- Dynamic and programmable management of a wide capacity
memory.
- Built-in “Black box” functions with programmable recording
strategies.
- Multiple area fencing capability, fully programmable.
- Automatic route and area control, fully programmable
Separately (area fencing).
- Programmable current position displacement control.
- Driven time measurement capability, fully programmable.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
a.Dimensions: 84x44x27(LxWxH) mm
b.Integrated 2W, quad band GPRS phone
c.Integrated GPS and GSM receiver
d.Integrated GPS and GSM antennas
e.4 programmable buttons
f. Integrated loudspeaker
g.Microphone via external wired headset
h.Integrated SIM card reader
i. Integrated 1200mAh/3.7V back up rechargeable battery pack
j. Integrated USB connector
k.Integrated connector for battery charging

HOW TO ORDER
S.K.Y. Walking : portable professional locator
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* The manufacturer has the right to modify any
construction detail without prior notice
* This document can't be reproduced or copied
without our prior written permission
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